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Making a Difference

Reading Blood Sugar:
a Dull But Important Plot
A

Nadia Al-Samarrie was
not only born into a family
with diabetes, but also
married into one.
She was propelled at a
young age into “caretaker
mode,” and with her
knowledge of the scarcity
of resources, support, and
understanding for people
with diabetes, co-founded
Diabetes Interview–now
Diabetes Health magazine.
Nadia’s leadership
has spanned 29 years,
establishing the magazine
as a preeminent consumer
and professional resource.
Under her reign- Diabetes
Health magazine was
named one of the top 10
magazines to follow in the
world for 2018 by Feedspot
Blog Reader.

major part of diabetes management is
routinely checking blood sugar levels.
Most people, when they are first diagnosed
with diabetes, become almost religious
about tracking their levels. But as time goes
on many get weary of seemingly endless
finger pricks and making notations in a log.
But outside of insulin, testing blood sugar
levels is the greatest tool people with
diabetes have to manage their condition.
In "Why Check Your Blood Sugar? And How
to Go About It?" (page 6), Clay Wirestone
reminds us of just how important checking
glucose levels is and imparts some down-toearth advice of why and how to do so.
Clay also looks at another topic, one that
almost everybody who is diabetic deals with:
the high cost of testing strips—which is one
reason why some people slough off testing
themselves more than once or twice daily.
"Generic Explorations: How Store-Brand Test
Strips Can Change Your Life" (page 10) offers
a good look at generic strips and how they
may be a serious consideration in how you
manage your diabetes.
Every case of type 2 diabetes is different
from every other in some respect—age,
sex, weight, employment, family, and more
all exert some effect on a type 2's response
to diabetes. In "Being Creative and Inspired
While Managing Type 2 Diabetes" (page
13), our correspondent Claire Lynch profiles
four adults who are living with diabetes and
responding to it in their own unique ways.
If you ask doctors who treat diabetic
patients what is their biggest gripe, most

will tell you it's when patients ignore their
advice or fail to either make or show up to
appointments. Now doctors have found
a useful tool in sophisticated technology
that allows them to reach out and remind
and educate diabetic patients. Allison Hart
shows how doctors have taken advantage
of outreach and data-transfer technologies
in "Doctors Use Technology to Help Patients
with Diabetes" (page 19).
Recently the high cost of insulin came under
congressional scrutiny as the number of
people with diabetes or prediabetes in the
United States closes in on 100 million. This
certainly affects each individual's ability
to acquire and use an adequate supply
of insulin. A man recently reached out to
AskNadia to report his concern with the
amount of insulin his doctor is prescribing
for him: "My Doctor Refuses to Prescribe Me
Enough Insulin" (page 17).
We don't know if this is a case of "doctor
knows better" or "doctor doesn't know better."
Either way, diabetes patients are well within
their rights to complain when they think their
therapy is inadequate or misguided.
Other highlights this issue: Four short research
reports (pages 25 and 26) cover low-carbs,
SGLT2 inhibitors and urinary tract infections,
a warning about diet soda consumption, and
how walking can sharpen the mind.
Have a pleasant summer!
— N
 adia Al-Samarrie
Founder, Publisher, and Editor-in-Chief
PS you can now listen the Diabetes Health Podcasts
on iTunes, Google Play and Spotify
www.DiabetesHealth.com / DIABETES HEALTH
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Cover Story

Why check your blood
sugar? And how to go
about it?
Clay Wirestone
So why is it that people don’t check their
blood sugar?

is diabetic
Everyone who
or diabetic-

adjacent understands the importance of
insulin. Unfortunately, understanding the
importance of blood sugar testing does not
always follow.

Reliable blood sugar
checks are one of
the most critical
windows into your
diabetes. Without
knowing your blood
sugar level, you are
navigating in the dark
without a map. You
are blindly sailing
ahead and putting
your life and health at
risk.

6

Why is this the case? It’s a bit of
a mystery. After all, maintaining
tight control of blood glucose
levels is the one treatment
option proven to reduce
complications of diabetes. And
the only way to achieve tight
control is by checking your
blood sugar often.
Yes, continuous blood glucose
monitoring systems have changed
the landscape recently. But even
CGMs are dependent on reliable,
relatively frequent fingersticks to
work accurately.

www.DiabetesHealth.com / DIABETES HEALTH

It’s a reminder of illness, for one thing. No
one likes to be reminded multiple times a
day and that they have a chronic disease. It
can be messy – who wants to continually
wipe pinpricks of blood from their fingers?
And it can be expensive – affording test
strips and meters and lancets can be a
struggle for some.
A critical measure
Reliable blood sugar checks are one of the
most critical windows into your diabetes.
Without knowing your blood sugar level,
you are navigating in the dark without a
map. You are blindly sailing ahead and
putting your life and health at risk.
What’s more, all of this is true even if
you check a time or two a day. That’s not
enough, and you know it.
At a minimum, you should be checking
your blood sugar four times a day. For even
tighter control, it’s probably wise to check 8
to 10 times a day.

Cover Story

Think of it this way: you should check when
you wake up and before you go to sleep.
That’s two checks. You should also check
before major meals. That adds a lunchtime
and dinner check. That’s how you get the
four basic fingersticks that should serve as
the foundation of your control regimen.
That number nearly doubles, though, if you
check post-meal blood sugar levels. And
these are critical because they show how
well you calibrated your insulin dosages.
Seeing what kind of spike your blood sugars
go through after eating is hugely important
data.
So that brings you to 7 checks a day. If
you add checks for times when you feel as
though your blood surgar may be dropping
or rising, that gives you an error margin of at
least two or three more checks per day.
Does this seem excessive? Well, maybe
so. But if you are dedicated to the tightest
control possible and are not using a
continuous glucose meter, this is probably
the regime you will be following. Don’t get
me wrong: these checks aren’t being done

for vanity’s sake. They are not being done
to make you feel better about yourself.
They are being done to provide critical
information for treatment decisions.
Name-brand options
So how do you do it? How do you get the
test strips you need, and how do
Think of it this way:
you pay for it?
you should check
Thankfully, you have options. First, when you wake up
and most simply, you can buy a
and before you go
name-brand meter and use nameto sleep. That’s two
brand strips. The companies
checks. You should
involved are easily learned about,
also check before
and Diabetes Health itself lists
major meals. That
them here — DiabetesHealth.
Com/Charts. The brands include
adds a lunchtime
stalwarts such as Abbott Diabetes and dinner check.
Care’s FreeStyle line, Ascenia’s
That’s how you
Contour brands, LifeScan’s
get the four basic
OneTouch, Roche’s venerable
fingersticks that
Accu-Chek and Trividia TRUE
should serve as the
METRIX.
foundation of your
The drawback? Some of the strips
control regimen.
for these meters can sometimes
www.DiabetesHealth.com / DIABETES HEALTH
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Cover Story

variety of savings programs or lower
cost strips.
be expensive without insurance coverage,
or if purchased through a high-deductible
plan. Sometimes, insurance plans will
Various manufacturers have preferred brands of meters and
offer co-pay assistance strips.

programs that help
diabetic patients purchase
test strips. These programs
vary among drug store
chains and may also
depend on whether
patients have commercial
insurance, Medicare,
or Medicaid. Your best
bet is to talk with your
pharmacist and see what
options are available in
your particular situation.

8

Another layer of complexity can
be added by insulin pumps. Many
pumps have built-in meters, which
can further restrict your test strip
options. Medtronic’s 670G closed
loop system communicates with a
Contour meter, for instance, while
the Omnipod pump system uses a
built-in FreeStyle meter. You’re free
to use any meter you like, of course,
but it’s another layer separating you
from your system.
Thankfully, each one of the major
brands just mentioned has some

www.DiabetesHealth.com / DIABETES HEALTH

Various manufacturers offer co-pay
assistance programs that help diabetic
patients purchase test strips. These
programs vary among drug store chains
and may also depend on whether patients
have commercial insurance, Medicare,
or Medicaid. Your best bet is to talk with
your pharmacist and see what options are
available in your particular situation.
The benefit to jumping through these
hoops? You’re using a well-known product
with a nationally known manufacturer. Your
health care provider will be familiar with
the product. In short, you’ll be part of an
established diabetes ecosystem.
For those who might be interested in a bit
more adventure, the world of generic or
store brand test strips and meters awaits.
And that’s the next article.

A
FOR D T
LIMITEONLY
IME

Buy your copy of Sugar Happy for $14.95 from Amazon
and Barnes & Noble and receive a free one year subscription
to Diabetes Health Digital magazine - valued at $11.95
“This is a wonderful new diabetes guide written by the editor/publisher of the
highly- regarded Diabetes Health periodical. It is an easy-to-read paperback,
especially for those recently diagnosed or those who wish to improve their
current diabetes management. It benefits from the author’s substantial
experience with diabetes in her family. The comprehensive approach offers
many tools to help - both devices and personal tips, plus moral support.
Gary Arsham MD PhD FACP
This book gives the reader a personal perspective on not only living with
diabetes but also caring for someone with this disease. It is presented in a
simple, easy to understand format yet also presents the emotional issues
that both families and those with diabetes deal with on a daily basis. Kudos
to Nadia for providing this meaningful information that is useful to both
professionals and nonprofessionals alike.
Dr. Kathleen Palyo DNP BC-ADM
A thought-provoking, yet interesting question: can managing your blood sugar be as simple as what you don’t
know? I think so.
Information is power! Making informed medical decisions can save your life by delaying or preventing diabetes
complications. I call this being “diabetes literate”.
I was not only born into a type 2 diabetes family but also married a type 1. I was propelled at a young age into
“caretaker mode,” and with my knowledge of the scarcity of resources, support, and understanding for people with
diabetes, co-founded Diabetes Interview, now Diabetes Health magazine.
Sugar Happy-Your Diabetes Health Guide in Achieving Your Best Blood Sugars and Letting Go of Your Diabetes
Complication Fears will help you understand:
• Why diabetes is overwhelming. You are not alone.
• How to cope with diabetes burnout.
• How to bring down a blood sugar when your glucose meter reads 200 mg/dl or 4.4 mmol/L.
• Why you can wake up with a high or low blood sugar.
• Why exercise raises blood sugars.
• Type 2- going on insulin does not make you a failure.
• How to avoid or delay diabetes complications.
• Which diet is best for you.
• The important role of medical devices.
• The discouraging cost of diabetes and how it can lead to denial and the worst possible outcomes.
• Financial help with your diabetes supplies and how to apply for them.

Feature

Generic explorations:
	
How Store-brand Test

Strips Can Change Your Life
have wondered. Let’s see what this more
affordable option can do.

Clay Wirestone

I can’t

remember when I started
using generic test strips.

It might have been when I was irritated by
the results of my name-brand strips. Too
often, the results came in inaccurately high
or low. It might have been when my insurers
refused to cover the number of strips I
needed to accurately track
The lines have blurred
my blood sugar levels.
somewhat in recent

years. When I write
about generic strips
and meters, I’m talking
about the options sold
mainly over the counter.
They are often branded
with the name of a
drugstore, supermarket,
or convenience store
chain.
10

Frankly, it might have been
when my own curiosity
got the better of me one
day in the pharmacy
and I plunked down
the 20 bucks needed
to buy an entirely new,
store-branded meter.
I then bought a small
bottle of generic test
strips. Why not? I might
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I’m not sure which of these stories is true.
I’m not sure which of these paths led me
to generic test strips. But my journey —
which I’m sure is not unique — had a
happy outcome. The strips were excellent.
The results tracked with my earlier meter,
although there were fewer outrageously
incorrect results. And no insurance company
could deny my request to order more. I just
had to put down the cash.
In a few paragraphs, you can see the appeal
of generic meters and strips. Simplicity,
convenience, and affordability. Who could
resist?
What’s the difference?
Before going any farther, though, I should
be sure to define what we’re talking about.
The lines have blurred somewhat in recent
years. When I write about generic strips and
meters, I’m talking about the options sold
mainly over the counter. They are often
branded with the name of a drugstore,
supermarket, or convenience store chain.

Feature

Name-brand strips and meters are sold
over the counter these days as well. And
some of the best-known brands have even
introduced lower-cost versions of their
meters and strips. These are appreciated,
of course, but they’re not quite what we’re
talking about here.
This is an area where your own keen eye
makes a difference.
While it probably goes without saying, it’s
important to understand that pharmacies
and grocery store chains don’t manufacture
their own meters. They make deals with
manufacturers who do. You should study
the meter’s packaging to find out which
manufacturer made it. Depending on how
many times you check your blood sugar
each day, what’s an affordable price to pay
for 50 test strips? How about 100? Do the
math and figure it out.
Who makes them?
Again, Diabetes Health’s listing of blood
glucose meters can serve as an invaluable

resource. Find it online at:
DiabetesHealth.Com/Charts.
One of the biggest generic
manufacturers listed is
Trividia Health, which
makes the TRUE Brand of
meters and test strips. It
has also created “private
label” products for drug
stores and other retailers
over a quarter-century.
You can learn more about
the company and its
product line at https://
www.trividiahealth.com.
Health Mart® TRUE METRIX®
AIR uses Bluetooth®
Connectivity to wirelessly
transmit glucose results
to a user's mobile device.

While it probably goes without
saying, it’s important to
understand that pharmacies
and grocery store chains
don’t manufacture their own
meters. They make deals
with manufacturers who
do. You should study the
meter’s packaging to find out
which manufacturer made it.
Depending on how many times
you check your blood sugar each
day, what’s an affordable price
to pay for 50 test strips? How
about 100? Do the math and
figure it out.

www.DiabetesHealth.com / DIABETES HEALTH
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Feature

This feature provides simple tracking
and insights, empowering users and
their healthcare providers to make better
decisions for managing diabetes. (Go to
www.trividiahealth.com/
A name brand
truemanagerair for a list of
provides a kind compatible mobile devices and
of reassurance. It applications.)
doesn’t matter if
that reassurance is This is not the only company
illusory (the least working in the generic blood
accurate results I ever sugar testing space, but it is
one of the biggest. And given
received came from
their contacts in the U.S. retail
one of the big brand space, they are also trusted and
names in the field). It reliable.
simply makes many
people feel more That’s one of the hurdles for
confident. people with diabetes, trying

12
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generic diabetes blood glucose meters
and test strips. A name brand provides a
kind of reassurance. It doesn’t matter if that
reassurance is illusory (the least accurate
results I ever received came from one of
the big brand names in the field). It simply
makes many people feel more confident.
That brings us back to the keen eye.
Don’t just use it when figuring out who
manufactures the meter or test strips you
buy. Use it when you’re trying out the meter
and strips for the first time. Compare the
results to some name-brand strips. Compare
the results to one another. Get a feel for how
the numbers come out, and how they make
you feel.
Ultimately, you want an accurate way to
check your blood sugar. But you also want
to feel secure in your management. Without
that security, you can’t enjoy the freedom
that modern day diabetic control allows.

Living Well With Type 1 & Type 2

Being Creative and Inspired
While Managing Type 2 			
	Diabetes
Claire Lynch

When

Sharon Mirabella was
hospitalized nine years
ago the physicians ran some blood tests and
discovered that her A1c was 6.7. Thirst was
the only unusual symptom she had noticed.
Once diagnosed with type 2 diabetes they
started her on some oral medication and
she met one on one with a nutritionist.
Her A1c now hovers around 5.6 and
Sharon, who is 59, says that by exercising
and keeping a close eye on her diet she
maintains fairly steady blood sugar levels.
“I found talking with the nutritionist to
be a huge help,” Sharon says, “because
she explained what to look for in the
supermarket. I read the labels and watch
for the sugar, carbohydrate, and sodium
contents. She said that if my blood sugar
level is high I should have some protein.
“Yogurt or a small piece of meat is good.
So is eating a protein bar or drinking a
protein shake which contains 30 grams of
protein. I keep several protein shakes in my
refrigerator and they come in handy when I
feel I need something quickly.
“The best tip? Have protein available. It
helps keep my blood sugar levels under
control.”

Sharon, who is retired, likes taking jewelrymaking classes at a local community college.
“I’ve been doing this for a couple of years
now,” Sharon explains, “and the teachers
show us how to design and forge various
types of jewelry. Working with stones and
metals we make pieces – earrings, bracelets,
necklaces, rings, and brooches – that are
large and small. Each piece is a little eclectic
and a little bit beachy.
“I enjoy the fellowship of learning with and
working beside other artisans who like what
we do and share various ideas with each
other. The camaraderie is fun and we creative
people banter back and forth.”
The long-time New Yorker moved
to a small fishing village in eastern
North Carolina five years ago. “It was
a big change,” Sharon notes, “but for
several years I had vacationed there
with my cousin, liked the area and
decided to move.
“It’s very calm and peaceful here.
Looking out at the fishing boats and
watching them bring in their hauls
each day is relaxing. I find that this
area is the perfect setting for being
creative.”

“I found talking with
the nutritionist to be a
huge help,” Sharon says,
“because she explained
what to look for in the
supermarket. I read the
labels and watch for
the sugar, carbohydrate
and sodium contents.
She said that if my
blood sugar level is
high I should have some
protein.

www.DiabetesHealth.com / DIABETES HEALTH
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and drinking plenty of water all help me
achieve a good A1c.”

Christopher

Castro
went to
his physician’s office last year for a routine
physical and found out that he was type 2.
“My A1c was 6.9 and now it’s 6.3 without
medication. I’m pleased with that – my hard
work is paying off!”

To keep active, Chris
has been teaching salsa
dancing to groups near
his home on Long Island
twice weekly. “I’ve been
teaching these groups
for 20 years and have
found that dancing is a
great way to get some
exercise and socialize at
the same time. We grab
a partner, I turn on the
music and we dance for
an hour.
14

Chris, 57, is a senior engineer who
has owned a renewable energy
company for 20 years that serves
residential and commercial
customers.
The Long Island, N.Y., resident likes
working on technology, especially
wind turbines, and in his free time
he makes time to exercise.
“I started out walking and hiking
every other day,” Chris says. “Now
I jog three miles every other
day. In between my body rests.
Exercising, watching what I eat

www.DiabetesHealth.com / DIABETES HEALTH

Noting that he has a strong family history of
type 2 diabetes, Chris explains, “My father
was type 2, so were my grandparents, my
uncles, a brother and several cousins. I want
to be proactive about this disease so I take
care of myself.”
To keep active, Chris has been teaching salsa
dancing to groups near his home on Long
Island twice weekly. “I’ve been teaching
these groups for 20 years and have found
that dancing is a great way to get some
exercise and socialize at the same time. We
grab a partner, I turn on the music, and we
dance for an hour.
“My wife, Wendy, frequently comes along
and joins in. Afterwards, Wendy and I go out
for a healthy bite to eat. One of my favorites
is a delicious Greek salad. I skip the soda and
have a glass of water with it.”
Chris has been a vegetarian for 10 years and
these days he consumes less sugar.
“I’ve got a sweet tooth,” he says, “but I
handle it better now. When the craving
for sweets arises, I have some raisins or a
banana. Candy, cake, pies, and cookies have
been dramatically reduced. I’m much better
off without them! So now, salsa, anyone?”

Living Well With Type 1 & Type 2

“I think

many newly
diagnosed people are
overwhelmed by their type 1 diabetes,”
Douglas Huber says. “I know I was. At
age seven my parents brought me to the
Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh. The
hospital was very strict as I remember it. The
diet was no fun for a kid.”
He was angry, too, for being different from
other children and for having to manage
this serious disease. “There was no family
history of diabetes so we weren’t sure where
this came from,” Doug says, “but my parents
were good about explaining what it was and
how I should handle it.
“My mother always said that diabetes is a
family disease. ’Everyone works together,’ is
how she put it. For Easter my parents would
take us on skiing trips instead of getting
baskets filled with candy. Being active
helped me instead of dwelling on what I
couldn’t have.”
That was 44 years ago and Doug has seen
lots of technological changes. “When I was
first diagnosed, there was no blood testing,”
he explains. “It was only urine tests. Shots
were twice daily. Current technology makes
managing it much easier.
“Using the insulin pump with the
Continuous Glucose Monitoring sensor by

Medtronic keeps things stable. Because of
the sensor I don’t have to test as much – it
automatically tracks my blood sugar levels
24/7. Even the blood tests are easier.”
Doug works a full-time maintenance job in
a Pennsylvania school so he is constantly
moving around. “I am always on my feet,”
he says. “Bringing some healthy foods to
work so I always have my lunch and some
snacks is a natural part of my
“I think many newly
routine. Being prepared pays off for
diagnosed people
diabetics.”
are overwhelmed by
When not working Doug enjoys
their Type 1 diabetes,”
playing with their two dogs. “My
Douglas Huber says.
wife, Jessica, and I have a Peekapoo
“I know I was. At age
named Penny,” Doug notes. “She’s
seven my parents
a combination Pekingese-Poodle.
brought me to the
“Then we got a puppy named Kiwi.
He’s a Goldendoodle. That was a
year ago and now Kiwi is bigger
than Penny. They love frolicking in
our back yard and going for long
walks. With my two dogs I get
plenty of exercise!”

Children’s Hospital
of Pittsburgh. The
hospital was very strict
as I remember it. The
diet was no fun for a
kid.”
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Living Well With Type 1 & Type 2

drinking sugary drinks and alcohol. He
drinks plenty of water and avoids eating too
many carbohydrates.

When

Pennsylvania native
Jim Mottola was first
diagnosed with type 1 diabetes he was nine
years old and confused about what type 1
was. In time he learned but over the years
he missed many school days because of
various hospitalizations.

“Being different from the other kids didn’t
make me happy,” Jim, says, “and they made
comments because I had to go
“Bicycle riding is fun to the nurse or had been out
and doing cardio of school for a week, but as my
exercises almost daily classmates and I got older the kids
is key,” Jim notes. understood.
“Working out on a
regular basis is a good “There were highs and lows along
habit of mine and the way and having to stop and
manage my sugar caused delays. At
it’s a way of keeping
age 16 I got my first insulin pump
my weight in check. I and that really helped stabilize my
don’t want my weight blood sugar levels.”
to get out of hand.
Then it’s really hard to Now 34, Jim watches his diet and
take off.” in particular he stays away from
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“Bicycle riding is fun and doing cardio
exercises almost daily is key,” Jim notes.
“Working out on a regular basis is a good
habit of mine and it’s a way of keeping my
weight in check. I don’t want my weight to
get out of hand. Then it’s really hard to take
off.”
Jim, who moved with his wife, son, and
daughter last year to Florida, studied
English and communications at Penn State
University because he always wanted to
be a writer. He says, “My career ended up
on a different path, however. I worked in a
correctional facility for 10 years and now
am in training for a different job in law
enforcement.”
Jim and his family had a day’s outing at
SeaWorld in Orlando recently and they also
went to Disney World. “We are like tourists
hitting all of the major spots and it’s so
much fun,” Jim explains. “Spending time
and going places with my beautiful wife and
great kids is my hobby. It’s what makes me
happy.
“These day trips give us time to see new
things and meet new people. Having time
to recharge our batteries is always a good
thing. It’s simply the best!”
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AskNadia

AskNadia:

My Doctor Refuses to
Prescribe Me
Enough Insulin

Dear Nadia:
I use an insulin pump, and since we have
changed insurance plans, I have a new doctor,
who will not give me enough insulin to last me
a month. I have told him that I run out of insulin
every month.

who prescribed the monthly insulin you
require.

Dear Andrew:

People with diabetes who have health
insurance should not have to fight their
doctor about a life or death medication that
helps them maintain good glucose control.
It seems unfathomable that your medication
is under-prescribed.

That is outrageous. Is your physician an
endocrinologist? Does he understand insulin
pump therapy? His lack of concern for your
monthly insulin requirements is alarming. I
have never heard a story such as yours. Given
your circumstance, you need to advocate
for yourself. I would urgently request an
appointment with an endocrinologist or a
medical facility that understand insulin pump
therapy.

I am sorry you have to go through this.
Especially in your situation where you have
worked out a diabetes self-management
plan with your previous
People with diabetes
physician that works for
who have health
you. To stand in front of a
insurance should not
new doctor who refuses to
have to fight their
honor your therapy must feel
very dis-empowering and
doctor about a life
discouraging.
or death medication

Review your health plan to find a new
physician. Then call them and interview
them to make sure they understand insulin
therapy. Explain your situation to them
and ask them if they would follow your
previous healthcare professional treatment

Go online and Google “Insulin
Pumpers Group.” They are an
excellent resource for you. You
might meet someone who was
in a similar situation, and they
can share how they handled it.

Andrew
Sacramento Ca

that helps them
maintain good
glucose control. It
seems unfathomable
that your medication
is under prescribed.
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AskNadia

With 24 award nominations, Nadia AlSamarrie’s efforts have made her stand out
as a pioneer and leading patient advocate in
the diabetes community.

Some of the insulin pump groups are for type
1s. If you are a type 2 on an insulin pump,
look for a group that has both type 1’s and
type 2’s.
Please keep me posted on your progress.
We all will want to know how you resolve
your insulin shortage.
Disclaimer:
Nadia’s feedback on your question is in no
way intended to initiate or replace your
healthcare professional’s therapy or advice.
Please check in with your medical team
to discuss your diabetes management
concerns.
AskNadia and receive her unique
perspective on your question.
AskNadia (ranked #1 by Google), was named
“Best Diabetes Blog for 2017" by Healthline.
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Nadia was not only born into a family
with diabetes but also married into one.
She was propelled at a young age into
“caretaker mode,” and with her knowledge
of the scarcity of resources, support, and
understanding for people with diabetes, cofounded Diabetes Interview, now Diabetes
Health magazine.
Under her management, Diabetes Health
magazine was named one of the top 10
magazines to follow in the world for 2018 by
Feedspot Blog Reader.
Nadia has been featured on ABC, NBC,
CBS, and other major cable networks. Her
publications, medical supply business, and
website have been cited, recognized, or
published in the San Francisco Chronicle,
The Wall Street Journal, Ann Landers advice
column, former Chrysler chairman Lee
Iacocca, Entrepreneur magazine, Houston
News, Phili.com, Brand Week, Drug Topics,
and many other media outlets.

Feature

Doctors Use TECHNOLOGY
	TO HELP Patients WITH DIABETES
Allison Hart

An online

survey from
Consumer
Reports showed that the top complaint
among 660 surveyed doctors was the failure
of patients to follow advice or treatment
recommendations.
Type 1 and type 2 diabetes can be
effectively managed through diet, exercise
and (in some cases) medication. People with
diabetes often struggle to follow the orders
prescribed by their doctors.
People with diabetes express that they want
to do the necessary thing to improve their
health, but they find it difficult to make
lifestyle changes – like exercising regularly
and eating more balanced meals.
Many doctors are extending the scope of
their services to help deliver care that better
integrates into their patients’ daily lives.
Extending the scope of their services to
get creative with outreach allows them to
deliver care that better integrates into their
patients’ daily lives.

Education, Motivation and
Reminders
Patients with diabetes should expect
physicians to employ a three-pronged
outreach strategy. The first part
People with
of the strategy is education.
diabetes express
There is a lot of information
that they want to
patients need to know and
understand about their diabetes
diagnosis and the disease. For
example, a person with diabetes
needs to understand how
different foods and portion sizes
affect blood sugar, carbohydrate
counting, what constitutes a
balanced meal, and how exercise
and medication can regulate
blood sugar levels.
Realistically, a physician can’t
deliver all that information in

do the necessary
thing to improve
their health,
but they find it
difficult to make
lifestyle changes
– like exercising
regularly and
eating more
balanced meals.
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any meaningful way during a short office
visit. Instead, physicians are now aiming
to provide a steady stream of
In addition to
information, research, and tips
educating and in digestible bite-size servings.
motivating people
with diabetes, Doctors are using message
doctors are also systems that periodically send
sending patients informational material via
email, text, or voice messaging
reminders to
to do a lot of this educational
actively participate
outreach. Of course, doctors
in their healthcare can only send the messages.
by doing things Patients need to be willing to
such as picking learn, absorb, and act on the
up prescriptions, information that is being sent to
scheduling them.

appointments
for routine tests,
or showing up
to scheduled
appointments.
20

In the second type of outreach,
physicians are attempting to
engage people with diabetes in
motivational messaging.
According to the TeleVox
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Healthy World report titled, “Discussing
Diabetes,” patients understand the health
implications of diabetes and what can be
done to reduce its impact—yet they often
still struggle to follow treatment plans and
change their lifestyles.
Case in point, TeleVox’s report revealed 78
percent of people with diabetes who were
surveyed, attempted to lose weight and
were either unsuccessful or only somewhat
successful. Also, more than half said
they could do a better job incorporating
healthier foods into their diet and managing
portion control.
A second TeleVox study found that
42 percent of patients say they would
follow doctors’ orders if they got some
encouragement from those doctors
between office visits. In response to those
findings, physicians are reaching out via
phone calls, texts, and emails to encourage
patients to take actions that will allow
them to see benefits from feeling healthier,
having more energy, and even living longer.

Feature

Patients with diabetes 
need to embrace motivational
messages.
In addition to educating and motivating
people with diabetes, doctors are also
sending patients reminders to actively
participate in their healthcare by doing
things such as picking up prescriptions,
scheduling appointments for routine
tests, and showing up to scheduled
appointments.
Numerous studies have found that
reminders drive people with diabetes to
take actions like scheduling and keeping

appointments. Healthcare
providers are employing this
outreach because they know
routine care is crucial to diabetes
management.
Through education, motivation,
and good old reminders,
physicians are working to engage
people with diabetes and get
them more involved in their
healthcare. In the remainder of
the article we will look at how
doctors are executing these three

Numerous studies have
found that reminders
drive people with
diabetes to take actions
like scheduling and
keeping appointments.
Healthcare providers
are employing this
outreach because they
know routine care is
crucial to diabetes
management.
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strategies and what these things mean for
their diabetes patients.
Routine Care
For patients with diabetes, keeping their
disease under control takes
When people with constant effort. Doctors
diabetes miss routine know this, and many have
checkups and other started using text messages
office visits, doctors to encourage patients to
engage in daily preventive care.
can’t monitor how
These routine reminders are
effectively diabetes
easy for doctors to schedule
is being managed. for automatic delivery, and
A majority of physicians are happy to set them
health systems up if a patient asks.
have appointment
reminder systems Patients can help doctors tailor
communications by letting them
in place, and many
know what types of messages
physicians send
are most useful. For example,
out automatic one patient may prefer to
reminders a day or receive reminder messages to
two in advance of test blood glucose levels or take
appointments. prescribed medications, while
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another patient might prefer reminders to
participate in exercise, like a 30-minute walk
after dinner. By working together, doctors
and patients can create a routine care
management strategy.
Text messages are also useful for letting
patients know when they are due for
routine screenings or exams. A lot of people
with diabetes admit they don’t know what
preventive services they are eligible for.
Consequently, millions of patients don’t
schedule these vital screenings and tests –
even when there is no out-of-pocket cost. It
is recommended that patients with diabetes
see their physician at least twice per year for
blood pressure checks, foot checks, weight
checks, and other screenings. Doctors can
reach out to patients via text messages and
prompt them to call or go online when it is
time to schedule an appointment. Patients
should take advantage of these reminders.
Clinical Encounters
When people with diabetes miss routine
checkups and other office visits, doctors
can’t monitor how effectively they are

Feature

managing their diabetes. A majority of
health systems have appointment reminder
systems in place, and many physicians send
out automatic reminders a day or two in
advance of appointments. Patients with
diabetes that don’t receive reminders for
scheduled appointments should inquire
about them.
Follow-Up Communication
Many circumstances warrant follow-up
communication from doctors. Maybe an
individual has started a new medication
and needs to be monitored, or their A1c
test indicated they are at an elevated level
of risk. Physicians may send a follow-up
message in a month or two to check in with
the patient and see if care plan changes
are necessary. When this happens, patients
with diabetes need to be responsive.
Keeping an open dialogue between
patients and physicians is one of the best
ways to catch small issues before they turn
into larger ones.
Also, sometimes after leaving a doctor’s
office, patients realize they have questions
or don’t understand the instructions
that were given. Another proactive step

doctors sometimes take to minimize error
and patient confusion is to follow up with
patients after visits and recap the details
of prescribed treatments. An email, for
example, explaining how to store insulin
properly to maintain effectiveness
Patients – healthy
can be helpful to a patient that
or not – want to
is starting insulin pump therapy,
feel supported and
and it is something they can refer
back to as many times as needed.
encouraged by their
People with diabetes should
doctors. Because
treat these as important
patients with
communications and not as
diabetes and other
junk mail.
chronic conditions
Patients – healthy or not – want to
feel supported and encouraged
by their doctors. Because patients
with diabetes and other chronic
conditions are at such a high risk for
complications and hospitalizations,
every bit of communication,
text, or email that pushes people
with diabetes toward a healthier
behavior is valuable.

are at such a high risk
for complications
and hospitalizations,
every bit of
communication, text,
or email that pushes
people with diabetes
toward a healthier
behavior is valuable.
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(Note: Make sure your medical provider(s)
understand and follow HIPAA (Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act) guidelines in terms of
Hart currently serves protecting your privacy. HIPAA
as Vice President regulations are explicit about how
of Marketing for medical information can be shared
TeleVox (www. between doctors and patients.

televox.com), a part
of West Corporation
(www.west.com),
where the healthcare
mission is to help
organizations harness
communications to
expand the boundaries
of where, when, and
how healthcare is
delivered.
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A very useful guide for healthcare
providers can be found by
Googling "Medical Privacy of
Protected Health Information."
When the results come up, your
physicians can click on the first
item, which will take them to a site
that discusses medical privacy in
detail.)
About the Author:
Allison Hart is a regularlypublished advocate for utilizing
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technology-enabled communications to
engage and activate patients. She also
leads TeleVox’s Healthy World initiative,
a research program that leverages
ethnographic data to uncover, understand
and interpret both patient and provider
points of view on encouraging healthy
behaviors for better results. Healthy
World promotes the idea that touching
the hearts and minds of patients by
engaging with them between healthcare
appointments will encourage and inspire
them to follow and embrace treatment
plans, and that activating these positive
behaviors leads to healthier lives.
Hart currently serves as Vice President
of Marketing for TeleVox (www.televox.
com), a part of West Corporation (www.
west.com), where the healthcare
mission is to help organizations
harness communications to expand the
boundaries of where, when, and how
healthcare is delivered.
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DIABETES IN THE NEWS:

US Dietary
Guidelines
Recommend
Low Carb
Approach for
People With
Diabetes

SGLT2
Inhibitors and
Urinary Tract
Infections: Is
There a Link?

Diabetes Health Staff

If you’ve been prescribed a sodiumglucose contransporter-2 (SGLT2) inhibitor,
you might be worried about developing a
urinary tract infection (UTI). Despite the
fact that the prescription information for
the medication indicates that patients
might be at an increased risk for UTIs
while taking it, there is little conclusive
evidence to form a concrete link. In fact,
a recent study published in the Canadian
Medical Association Journal shows that
UTI rates did not rise for most patients
while taking SGLT2s.

According to the American Diabetes
Association, a diet that is low in
carbohydrates is best for most people
with diabetes. ADA's 2019 Standards of
Medical Care in Diabetes explains that
eating fewer carbs often results in lowered
blood-glucose.
The ADA has been at the forefront of
developing diabetes care standards for
more than two decades and many doctors
find its input critical to best help their
patients. The ADA recommends placing an
emphasis on vegetables and getting some
exercise as often as possible as a great
way to manage the disease. With that said,
always consult with your doctor about any
diet changes you want to make.
Source: ADA 2019 Standard of Care

Diabetes Health Staff

You might be worried about the chance
of experiencing uncomfortable side
effects with a new medication, but don’t
worry: Current research shows that
SGLT2s might not put you at increased
risk for UTIs at all.
Source: Canadian Medical Association
Journal Open 2018, http://cmajopen.ca/
content/6/4/E594

The ADA has been
at the forefront of
developing diabetes
care standards for
more than two decades
and many doctors find
its input critical to best
help their patients. It
recommends placing
an emphasis on
vegetables and getting
some exercise as often
as possible as a great
way to manage the
disease.
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DIABETES IN THE NEWS:

Diet Soda
Consumption
Associated with
Increased Risk of
Diabetic
Retinopathy

Just 6 Months of
Walking May
Reverse
Cognitive
Decline
Diabetes Health Staff

Diabetes Health Staff

Diet soda is touted as being healthier than
regular soda, but is it actually doing more
harm than good?

With the global
diabetes rate
reaching
“pandemic”
proportions and
more than 415
million people
affected across
the globe, any
news research
on how your gut
bacteria affects
your diabetes selfmanagement is
insightful.
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According to a recent study, diet soda
is associated with an increased risk
of diabetic retinopathy (DR). More
specifically, patients who consumed
more than four cans of diet soda a
week had significantly increased odds
of experiencing proliferative DR than
patients who did not. Regular soft drink
consumption, on the other hand, was not
found to be associated with DR.
Drinking water is a healthier option than
diet or regular soda.
Source: Clinical and Experimental
Opthomology, Fenwick EK 2018,
Fenwick EK, et al. Clin Exp Ophthalmol.
2018;doi:10.1111/ceo.13154.
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Aging is a normal part of life, but that
doesn’t mean you can’t give the process a
piece of your mind! Or, as the case may be,
take that piece right back.
Walking has been shown to help improve
your cognitive function and actually
slow down the aging of your mind. In
fact, walking can help keep your body
and heart healthy, too! A recent study
has shown that even just adding a few
regular walks to your exercise routine
(even if they’re the only part of that
routine) can help significantly improve
executive cognitive functions. Adding a
healthy diet can help increase the benefits
significantly.
If you want to help beat cognitive decline
and lower your chances of developing
cardiovascular disease, you can start by
taking a walk!
Source: Neurology, Jan 2019

When The Wall Street Journal quoted a major public figure who called
Diabetes Health the best weapon against diabetes, what did he say?
Former Chrysler Motors President Lee Iacocca said: “Diabetes Health magazine provides the best,
most unbiased information to the diabetes community. I highly recommend it.”

What makes Diabetes Health different from any other publication out there?
Diabetes Health magazine is a lifestyle publication for those living with diabetes or the people who
care for them. Whether newly diagnosed or experienced with diabetes, readers are delighted and
impressed by the articles written by people living with type 1 and type 2 diabetes.
Other contributors include family members who care for those with diabetes. In fact, our founder
and publisher, Nadia Al-Samarrie, was not only born into a family with diabetes, but also married
into one. Nadia’s articles are published nationally online by many news outlets. She has also been
featured on ABC, CBS, NBC, and Fox television on “America’s Premiere Experts.”
Nadia was propelled at a young age into “caretaker mode,” and with her knowledge of the
scarcity of resources, support, and understanding for people with diabetes, co-founded Diabetes
Interview—now Diabetes Health magazine.
With Nadia’s leadership, Diabetes Health magazine was nominated for “Best in Health” by the
Western Publishers Association in 2004 and 2014.

Subscribe Now and Stay Motivated With A Publication That is Dedicated to make Your Life Easier
- You Deserve the Gift of Diabetes Health
Starting with your first issue you can expect to:
~ Get inspired by everyday heroes and celebrities living with diabetes
~ Gain a new perspective on living with type 1 and type 2 diabetes
~ Learn about the latest in medical devices, medication options, and products and stay on top of the latest research on diabetes
~ Try making one of our yummy recipes
~ Test your knowledge on diabetes in one of our crossword puzzles.
4 ways you can pay for your subscription: mail, credit card, or email. You can also buy a gift for a friend or family
member OR for your pharmacist.
Please complete, and mail your subscription to PO Box 1199 Woodacre CA 94973-1199. Make your checks payable to
Diabetes Health magazine. You can also email subscribe@diabeteshealth to assist you with your subscription.
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E-mail cartoons to a friend!
Go to www.DiabetesHealth.com/cartoons
to view our cartoon library.
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Food For Thought

KETO ZUCCHINI FRITTERS
WITH ALMOND FLOUR
(PALEO & GLUTEN-FREE)
Laura Kuklase

About 6 fritters
Time: 15-20 minutes
Nutritional information (per one zucchini fritter): 78.9 cal, Protein: 3.5 g, Net Carbs: 2.3 g,
Fat: 6.2 g

Laura is a simple girl
usually covered with
almond flour, who hides
herself in the kitchen,
where she tries to
develop new recipes.
It’s important for her
that the ingredients
should be as least
processed as possible.
She always looks for
natural ingredients or
grows the ingredients
by herself. She posts her
new recipe creations
in her blog called
Healthy Laura (www.
healthylaura.com).

INGREDIENTS:
300 g (10.5 oz) zucchini
1 egg
50 g (1.8 oz) almond flour
1 minced garlic
1 tsp coconut butter
Seasoning: pink Himalayan salt, pepper, chili flakes (optional), dry (or fresh) basil,
oregano or other seasonal herbs.
INSTRUCTIONS:
1) Grate the zucchini and place it in a bigger strainer. Add about 1/4 tsp of salt and toss
to combine. Let it sit about 7-10 minutes. Squeeze out the water with your hands or
clean towel or cloth.
2) Mix together zucchini, almond meal, and garlic. Add egg and season with extra salt,
pepper, chili, and basil. Form little balls out of the mixture and flatten it with your
hands (add extra almond flour when you can’t form the balls).
 eat the coconut butter in a large non-stick pan (medium heat). Add the zucchini
3) H
“patties”.  Cook until it’s golden on both sides (about 2 minutes). Therefore, you have
to wait until it stays together properly. It’s like making pancakes. Once you start to
poke it, then it might fall apart. Just be patient.
4) Serve with fresh salad leaves cashew cheese or pesto.
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Crossword Puzzle

Diabetes Health Crossword puzzle
Test your knowledge to see how well you understand the articles in this magazine.
If you would like to sign up to receive a weekly puzzle, please email puzzle@
diabeteshealth.com. In the subject area write "add me to your weekly word puzzle list."
If you would like us to create a puzzle for you and our players, send your 8 words to
puzzle@diabeteshealth.com and we will post your challenge online. In the subject area
write” create my special word puzzle." We can all have fun posting and solving your
word puzzles.

© Diabetes Health 2019
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Crossword Puzzle

Diabetes Health CrossWord solution
If you would like to sign up to receive a weekly puzzle, please email puzzle@
diabeteshealth.com. In the subject area write "add me to your weekly word puzzle list."
If you would like us to create a puzzle for you and our players, send your 8 words to
puzzle@diabeteshealth.com and we will post your challenge online. In the subject area
write” create my special word puzzle." We can all have fun posting and solving your
word puzzles.

© Diabetes Health 2019
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